
Alternate Souls

How to  Win

This represent the J-Ruler on 
the battlefield.
This represent the J-Ruler on 
the battlefield.

Cards that enter and provide a 
constant effect on certain rows 
of the field.

Cards that enter and provide a 
constant effect on certain rows 
of the field.

Each player starts the game with a deck, a ruler card, five Linker 
pieces, a J-Ruler piece, and 2 Spirit points. When your opponent’s 
Spirit points decrease to 0, or when your opponent’s J-Ruler is 
destroyed, you win the game.

Additions will have a 
permanent effect. You place 
the addition card on the right 
of the targeted user, outside of 
the battlefield. All additions will 
have an effect range of 2 rows. 
You may place multiple 
additions on the same row.

Additions will have a 
permanent effect. You place 
the addition card on the right 
of the targeted user, outside of 
the battlefield. All additions will 
have an effect range of 2 rows. 
You may place multiple 
additions on the same row.

Addit ion

Chara ct er ist i c  o f  c ards

Cards/Status Plates

Touchdown / Deckout

Game Area

Hand Placing Additions

Units on the field specify their 
orientation, recovered (not moved) 
or rested (moved). Unless 
otherwise stated, units enter the 
field recovered.

Units on the field specify their 
orientation, recovered (not moved) 
or rested (moved). Unless 
otherwise stated, units enter the 
field recovered.

Recovered / Rested

Your supply of cards that are ready to be played. Keep your hand 
hidden from your opponent.
Your supply of cards that are ready to be played. Keep your hand 
hidden from your opponent.

Deck
Your deck is made out of cards linked to your Ruler and Linkers. 
Draw cards at the end of your turn until you reach your Ruler’s 
starting hand size.

Your deck is made out of cards linked to your Ruler and Linkers. 
Draw cards at the end of your turn until you reach your Ruler’s 
starting hand size.

Will  /Stand-by Lane
You use this Lane to keep track of your Will and stand-by units. You 
gain 3 Will and move your units 1 step toward 0, at the start of your 
turn.

You use this Lane to keep track of your Will and stand-by units. You 
gain 3 Will and move your units 1 step toward 0, at the start of your 
turn.

Terrain
If a unit would move through a terrain square, it stops on the 
square unless the square is a plain. Some units have abilities, such 
as Secret Path and Flying, that can bypass this restriction. Units can 
be pushed onto terrain squares as a result of a Push-out.

If a unit would move through a terrain square, it stops on the 
square unless the square is a plain. Some units have abilities, such 
as Secret Path and Flying, that can bypass this restriction. Units can 
be pushed onto terrain squares as a result of a Push-out.
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PLAYER 2 
PLAYER 2 

FortressFortress BattlefieldBattlefield FortressFortress Stand-by LaneStand-by Lane WillWill

Battlef ield

When your ruler Judgments, flip your ruler card to the J-Ruler side.When your ruler Judgments, flip your ruler card to the J-Ruler side.

Place your Linkers and J-Rulers here.Place your Linkers and J-Rulers here.

Graveyard
The area where you put cards that have been used. When you run 
out of cards in your deck, shuffle your graveyard to make a new 
deck. You will lose 1 Spirit point. Any player may look at cards in 
either player’s graveyard. Players must not shuffle cards in 
graveyards.

The area where you put cards that have been used. When you run 
out of cards in your deck, shuffle your graveyard to make a new 
deck. You will lose 1 Spirit point. Any player may look at cards in 
either player’s graveyard. Players must not shuffle cards in 
graveyards.

Quick Rules Guide
Your unit may move outside the board from your opponents Fortress. This is called a touchdown. When one of your units scores a touchdown, your 
opponent loses one Spirit point. After you have scored, the unit will immediately re-enter the battlefield from your Fortress, rested.
If you need to draw but have no cards in your deck, it's a 'deck out'. When ‘deck out’ occurs, you lose 1 Spirit point. Then shuffle the cards in your 
graveyard to make a new deck.

Your unit may move outside the board from your opponents Fortress. This is called a touchdown. When one of your units scores a touchdown, your 
opponent loses one Spirit point. After you have scored, the unit will immediately re-enter the battlefield from your Fortress, rested.
If you need to draw but have no cards in your deck, it's a 'deck out'. When ‘deck out’ occurs, you lose 1 Spirit point. Then shuffle the cards in your 
graveyard to make a new deck.

1 Card NameCard Name Name to identify this card.Name to identify this card.

2 Card CostCard Cost Amount of Will needed to play this card.Amount of Will needed to play this card.

3 Type and Race/TraitType and Race/Trait A card’s class and sub-description.A card’s class and sub-description.

4 TextText The abilities this card has.The abilities this card has.

5 ATK (attacking power)ATK (attacking power) The amount of damage this unit deals 
in a battle.
The amount of damage this unit deals 
in a battle.

6 DEF (defending power)DEF (defending power) The necessary amount of damage needed 
to destroy this unit.
The necessary amount of damage needed 
to destroy this unit.

7 Standby CostStandby Cost Number of turns needed for this unit to 
return to the battlefield, or to Judgment.
Number of turns needed for this unit to 
return to the battlefield, or to Judgment.

8 AttributeAttribute Each card will have a certain attribute.Each card will have a certain attribute.

9 Ruler Hand SizeRuler Hand Size Your hand size. 
There is no maximum hand size.
Your hand size. 
There is no maximum hand size.

A player’s avatar. A few turns after starting the game, it will charge 
onto the battlefield from the standby lane. This is called a 
Judgment.

A player’s avatar. A few turns after starting the game, it will charge 
onto the battlefield from the standby lane. This is called a 
Judgment.

R uler J -ru l e r

Cards that enter and provides a 
constant effect on the whole 
field.

Cards that enter and provides a 
constant effect on the whole 
field.

Regal ia

Cards used to move your units.Cards used to move your units.

Move

Cards used for one-time effects. 
They are placed in the 
graveyard after resolving.

Cards used for one-time effects. 
They are placed in the 
graveyard after resolving.
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This represent the Linkers on 
the battlefield.
This represent the Linkers on 
the battlefield.
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Alternate Souls Quick Rules Guide

What you  can do  during your main  phase

Examp le

Battle  and the  Stand-by L a n e

Moving and battleSetting up the game
1. Each player prepares their deck, Ruler, Linkers, and J-ruler.

2. Choose a player at random, that player must take the first turn. (Rock, paper , scissors, or a dice roll)

3. Players will start at either end of the map – the player who goes first chooses which side of the two-sided 
map will be used, while the other gets to choose the right/left side of the map they want to be on.

4. Players put their Linkers out onto the battlefield one by one, starting with the player who goes first. You 
must place them according to the Linker placement on your ruler. Place your J-ruler on the Stand-by lane 
according to its cost on the J-ruler status plate.

1. Each player prepares their deck, Ruler, Linkers, and J-ruler.

2. Choose a player at random, that player must take the first turn. (Rock, paper , scissors, or a dice roll)

3. Players will start at either end of the map – the player who goes first chooses which side of the two-sided 
map will be used, while the other gets to choose the right/left side of the map they want to be on.

4. Players put their Linkers out onto the battlefield one by one, starting with the player who goes first. You 
must place them according to the Linker placement on your ruler. Place your J-ruler on the Stand-by lane 
according to its cost on the J-ruler status plate.

5. If a player’s total Linker cost is lower than the Maximum Linker Cost on the ruler card, that player 
receives Will equal to the difference.

6. Each player draws their starting hand. Players may choose to re-draw their hand once by shuffling their 
hand into the deck. 

7. Start the game from the first player.

5. If a player’s total Linker cost is lower than the Maximum Linker Cost on the ruler card, that player 
receives Will equal to the difference.

6. Each player draws their starting hand. Players may choose to re-draw their hand once by shuffling their 
hand into the deck. 

7. Start the game from the first player.

Card play speed and interrupt
When your opponent plays a card or activates an effect, you may react 
to it with a card/effect with a faster move speed. This is called an 
interrupt. If there are no more interrupts, resolve the cards/effects, 
starting from the fastest card.

When your opponent plays a card or activates an effect, you may react 
to it with a card/effect with a faster move speed. This is called an 
interrupt. If there are no more interrupts, resolve the cards/effects, 
starting from the fastest card.

Units move according to 
move cards. If the unit hits a 
non-plains tile or the edge 
of the board, it will stop. 
When the moving unit hits 
another unit, it stops. If the 
unit is an enemy unit, there 
will be a battle. Each unit 
will deal damage equal to 
its attack to the other unit’s 
defense, and when a unit’s 
defense reaches 0, it will be 
moved to the stand-by lane. 
The starting stand-by lane 
number will be equal to its 
cost.

Units move according to 
move cards. If the unit hits a 
non-plains tile or the edge 
of the board, it will stop. 
When the moving unit hits 
another unit, it stops. If the 
unit is an enemy unit, there 
will be a battle. Each unit 
will deal damage equal to 
its attack to the other unit’s 
defense, and when a unit’s 
defense reaches 0, it will be 
moved to the stand-by lane. 
The starting stand-by lane 
number will be equal to its 
cost.

Push-out

When both units remain on the 
field after battle, or when your 
unit hits an ally unit, there will be 
a Push-out. The unit that was 
previously at the square will get 
pushed back one square. This 
Push-out might cause another 
battle. If there are no square to 
get pushed out to, both units 
remain where it is now. (A battle 
will happen regardless.) When 
you hit your own unit, there will 
be no battle, and only a 
Push-out happens.

When both units remain on the 
field after battle, or when your 
unit hits an ally unit, there will be 
a Push-out. The unit that was 
previously at the square will get 
pushed back one square. This 
Push-out might cause another 
battle. If there are no square to 
get pushed out to, both units 
remain where it is now. (A battle 
will happen regardless.) When 
you hit your own unit, there will 
be no battle, and only a 
Push-out happens.

Starter  deck  min igame
When playing with only starter decks, there are special rules regarding deck building.
・Starter decks should only battle with other Starter decks
・Play with 3 Linkers and a Ruler
・All 19 cards in the starter deck will be your total deck size
・You get half the amount of extra Will (rounded down) when starting the game. 

(For example, if the maximum linker cost is 17, and your total Linker size is 
10, you gain 3 Will)

Other rules will be the same.
・Check the Alternate Souls Official Website 

(https://alternate-souls.tokyo/) for more information and rule FAQ! 

When playing with only starter decks, there are special rules regarding deck building.
・Starter decks should only battle with other Starter decks
・Play with 3 Linkers and a Ruler
・All 19 cards in the starter deck will be your total deck size
・You get half the amount of extra Will (rounded down) when starting the game. 

(For example, if the maximum linker cost is 17, and your total Linker size is 
10, you gain 3 Will)

Other rules will be the same.
・Check the Alternate Souls Official Website 

(https://alternate-souls.tokyo/) for more information and rule FAQ! 

For example, when you play “Sissei, the Ancient Forest” on a row 
which has an ally unit with 6 health, your opponent may destroy it by 
reacting with “Ancient Impact” , a mid-speed spell.

For example, when you play “Sissei, the Ancient Forest” on a row 
which has an ally unit with 6 health, your opponent may destroy it by 
reacting with “Ancient Impact” , a mid-speed spell.

Turn Sequence

Move all your standby objects one step towards 0. Gain 3 Will. If you 
have a unit on the Ancient City, gain one more Will. You may only have 
10 Will at maximum. Any over 10 will vanish. Each time your Will vanishes 
this way, you lose a Spirit point.

Move all your standby objects one step towards 0. Gain 3 Will. If you 
have a unit on the Ancient City, gain one more Will. You may only have 
10 Will at maximum. Any over 10 will vanish. Each time your Will vanishes 
this way, you lose a Spirit point.

Draw cards so your hand size will become equal to the starting hand 
size. The starting hand size can be found on your ruler card. You do 
not have to discard cards when you have too many. Refresh all 
damage done to all units. Recover all rested units. It will be your 
opponent’s turn. You may choose to remove your hand from the game 
to draw five cards from your deck.

Draw cards so your hand size will become equal to the starting hand 
size. The starting hand size can be found on your ruler card. You do 
not have to discard cards when you have too many. Refresh all 
damage done to all units. Recover all rested units. It will be your 
opponent’s turn. You may choose to remove your hand from the game 
to draw five cards from your deck.

You may take any action in any order. See right for more details.You may take any action in any order. See right for more details.

Start Phase

Main Phase

End Phase

1. You may use one Will to move a unit 1 square forward.

2. Play move cards from your hand targeting recovered ally units to move them.

3. Play additions from your hand by paying their costs.

4. Play regalias from your hand by playing their costs.

5. Play a spell from your hand by paying its cost. 

 Resolve that card by doing as the text instructs, then put the resolved spell card in your graveyard.

Cost

Move
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PLAYER 1 
PLAYER 1 

PLAYER 1 PLAYER 1 

PLAYER 2 PLAYER 2 
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